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Construction of a theotetical measure of educational
output is attempted in this_paper. The effort begins by specifying
the purpcse for which this measure is intended: centralized
allocation, according to the eguimarginal principle, of limited
resources to alternative units producing education. It thenIspecifies
a simple and narrow goal that education is to meet: satisfaction. of
an individual student's preferfnces for market-goodA, on-the-job
consumption, and the direct benefits of education. Educational output
is defined as a compensating vaFiation, or lump -sum dollar a- mount..
Ttemegsure depends upon the particular set ct preferences chosen-,
and as a result there will, in general, be is many distinct and
equally correct measures as there are Students. Cansidetation of tht
preferences of faculty and other relevant individuals ;Mill only add
to the multiplicity of measures. It is concluded that :Centralized
allocation of resources to alternative education units according to
the, equimarginal principle cannot be accomplished if the preferences
of each individual student are to be taken into account.,
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bstract

A Theoretical Framework for Educational

Output Meaturementy

. _

This-Paper_preients an attempt to construct a theoretiCal measure of

educational output.- We begin by-Specifying the purpose for Arch this measure

is' intended: centralized allocation; according to the.equimarginal principle

1

limited resources to alternative units producing education. We then> speci

a simple andnarrow goal Which education i$ to meet: satisifactionof'in

individual student's preferences'for market goodsian-the-job consumption;

and the direct benefits of education. We then define educational autput'-

. .

i compensating variation, or.lump-shim dollar, amount.. The measure depends

upon the particular set of preferences chosen, and as a resukttherd.will,-

in gineal, be as many distinct and equally cotrect,measuris as there are'

,

students. Consideration orthe preferences of faculty and other 'relevant
a.

individuals will only add to the multiplicity of measures. We conclude that

centralized allocation of'resources to alternative education units according

to the equimarginal principle cannot be, ,accomplished if the preferences of

each individual student are to be taken into account.



A Theoretical Framework for Edueational Output Measurement *

ntroductimm

Optimal allocation of resources to alternative productive units by

centralized administrators requires measures of-the outputs of those units.

Specifically, administrators must allocate resources according to the equi-

marginal principle in order to achieve the optimal production levels. This

principle states that the marginal: output per unit of resources must be equal

in all productive units. If this condition were not satisfied, resources

could be shifted-from those units with relativeli low marginal outputs to

those with relativelY high marginal outputs, and the. result would be a'net

gain in output.

This principle can, at:least in concept, be applied to the allocation

.

of resources to the production of education in partiCular.
1

Rational univer-
.

sity administrators would like to use the equimarginal principle (explicitly

or implicitly) to allocate university budget resources. among Schools and

9

departments within the university. Administrators of multi-campus syste $

would like to use the principle to allocate their budgets among campuses.

However, the use,of this principle.in education has been hampered by the

lack of suitable meOures of the output of education institd(ions.

In this paper we will examine how one might proceed to measure educational

output. we begin by trying to rigorously de4ne the concept to be measured.

Only then can practical measurement methods be considered. This process will

make clear why educational output measurement is so difficult. In particular,

we will see that output measurement depends upon what goal the output is in-
,

tended, to satisfy fnd that there is no way to settle upon a unique goal or

a set of goals which lead to tractable aggregation. The result is definition

of an immdnse number of distinct and equally correct measures, which is



diMental Meat ment.';

i measurement is ultimately base. d upon the numerical.: ieprisentatibn

of ordering relations. This idea has been loosely expressed in some of; the

letter:literature oneduc ionaloutput measurement by the notion that the

measurement of the out of an educational institution dependt;upOn.the.

specification of.an objiCtive function .R.Atated, fundamentalsmeasure is

a rule for asSigning numbers to, objects: (physical or conceptual) which retains

all the information needed-to compare these-objects with respect to some.
1

orderin reiationshrp..

idea more clear, consider .a concrete example. Suppose.-we'

hid iset of straight rods, Neasuking.their lengths would consist; o assign:;_

..-

ing numbers.to the ro ,so as tpo'reserve the relationships to be found by

laying the rods side byside, idiusting thees.othat they coincide it one

,end, and observing at the other end which rods wstencljnyond other. rods or

appear to coincide. "Thus, "rod a is longer than rod b" means "rod a ex=

tends beyond rod b." The notion "extending beiond"is%an ordering .te-
, .

lation-which is independent of.prior measurement. et "length" numbers

assigned to each rod carry all the information needed to make all the

comparisons of the kind "rod-a is longer than rod b" without actually physi-

cally observing that rod a extends beyond rod b.' (Additional Structure can'':

also. be added so that we cans give precise meanirg to the phrase "rocka is

twice as long as rod b." See Krantz, Luce, Suppes, ind Tversky (1971);)

Td proceed-iith our analysis of educational output measurement we

need an ordering relationship on the Output5..of educational units. One

simple and relevant ordering reIatiOn can be found in the preferences of a



. -

chosen, potential student:. In the next section we will

mlateducationaiitstitutioni-to-the preferenc_es of-the-individual-stiident.

Student Demand. for Education

We assume students demand higher education for three reasons:

process of higher education. yields direct and immediate satisfaction, 2) the

results of higher education:give direct satisfaction later in life; and

3j'higher education produces changes in the value of the individnaPs labor

services.. This Iast.factot has, of course, been'widely treatedln the "hUman

capital",literature. These studies have focused, Primarily:onphighlyabstr4ct

models which yield conditions fbr optimal educational investment behavior in

the face of a One-dimensional rate of return to education. ,

Our model is more complex in that-we specify a particular labor mar-I

ket mpchanism which determines different "returns" to different dimensions

of education. This makes explicit the means by which different institutions

yield different quantitidS of eduCational output. Ctur.lat,or market model

is one in which workers'charactekstics determine their productivities.

-
a'.result; employers are- Willing to offer different wages'te workers with

different characteristics. Seconcily,.jolis alS-O7have.characteristics (in

addition to wage rates) associated *ith.them.'We assume potential workers

'have preferences defined over these job characteristics, so that a given

'individual would, have to be Mid a premium to induce him to accept a job

,

with relativelrunpleasaht characteristics.(or would bp willing to sacrifice

some money intome for relativeittoodjob'charictetistics ). To summarize,

this is a labor Market in whiCh heterogeneous workers are Vloyed in hetero-

geneous jobs."' This is, roughly, the kind of market analysed by Rosen (1974)



and generalizeeto the labor market by

lihrium is achieved in the market, thp

Lucas: (1977). if we assume an equi-
Jy.-

wage rates received'by the workers-will

- -4' a

be seen-to-depend-upon-their-own-characteristics-and-thejcharacterisiics=of:
thejobs ttfey fill. The relation between wage :rates. pd,the'charactexistics

of jobs and individuals.is known as a "hedonic,Wage equition.'!

We also.atsume there is a similar market_for'higher 'education. We. assume

.higher education inStitutioni produce servi=ces whiCh,4ange individUals'

characteristics. (These are in addition to the prodUdtion of services, whiqh

yield direct satisfaction.) Some of these characteristics are assumed to be

identical to those valued.by.potential employers. The,higher education iar-

ket is one in which individuals with different preferences and different

initial endowments of dharacteristics`purchase edUcational services, some

of which change their personal characteristics, and the othtrt of which,yield

direct satisfaction. Increases in the valiled characteristics allow workers

to earn higher wage's with whicheto-Archase the things which yield'satisfac-
.

tiOn, including on=the=job consumption ai well as market goods and services.

Thus, the demand for higher education consists'of a derived demand originating

in preferences for market commodities lndon-the=ob ,consumption plus a '

direct demand for educational services.

.1
Institutional supply of school characterittics:may-be_Athertarbitrarily

determined <by institutions with little Sependence on enrollments or tuition
_, _

.

,
.

revenues for support) or competitively determined 14 cost factors: If we

assume equilibrium is established in this market, we will Obsvve a hedonic

tuition function relating tuitions to school characteristics And student

initial characteristics.7

III. Definition of Educational Output 1

We can now precisely define educational output from the point of view

8.



of a parti,cular individual student s preferences fl3r market goods,

on:-.the-job consumption and the direct benefits of edudation. will measure

?.

educatienal output with a "compensating variation," which is the quantity of

Marley required to make the individual in question indifferent between two
8 .alternative sets of constraints on his. behavior. Wye define the quantity of

output of higher education institution h to, be the dollar amount Q which

Would make the ihdividual indifferent between receiving the lupp sum payment Qh

al=ong with no hither; .education and attendance at institution_h_but with, no__

- 9lump sum_payment. That is., first'we determine the 41ighest indifference it

curve to be. attained. by the indiividUal given that he attends institution h

(at no tuition cost). Theh we 'determine what lump-sum payment -must .be made

to the individlitl to bring him to the same indifference curve given that he

receives no higher educatioirf!anfi thus enters the labor market with his initial_

endowkent of characteriSticS1...

Let us begin with a verY simyle model Ict:see more/Precisely how the

measurement process 4torks.. Suppose the individual. in question doe not

derive- any dirlet benefits from ech..tcktional*there. is no an-the-job con-

sumption..- In this simple case Qh is merely the difference between his labor
f

'

market earnings to be received' if he were to attend institution, h and his

earnings to be received if lie receivpd -no higher edualtioir. This Is -pre-

cisely the view which underlies Welch % innovative empirical itigLy- of educa-

'tional quatity-,measurement.. (Welch (1966)::.),

- If we relai the assumptions that: thb adiviclual dolls; not derive direct
...

-
.

benefits ;from education and that there is no 'on-the-job consumption, *Len

the conipensating variation Q- not_ohly-compensateS the' indivicfual forlbst

money income but also for the loss of the direct benefits af education, and
:

!



By Construction, the compensating variation has: tbe properties required,
. .

to be an ordinal measure of the individual,s,preferences for the charac-

teristics of alternative institutions. That is, by construction

and .only i f the 4iihest indifferen'Ce curve to be attained by attending in-

ttitution a is farther from the origin than thatto_be attained by attending,

institution b.. Further the compensating variation we have definedhaS -the

required cardinal properties to be useful in implementing the equimarginal

Princ4.ple. That is, it makes sense for us to say instgiution a produCes

twice .the output of institution b. 'Also it makes sense to say the diffeience

ih'Output between institutions a and b is the same as that'hetween institu-
,

tions C and d. (This'is true because the compensating variation is a dis-

tance in 'a preference map and is entirely independent of the choice of or=:

dinal utility indicator.)

. Conceptual Probleis with the Compensating

Educational Output

We have in the previous section constructed a well-defined measure.

However, it is based only: upon student-preferences, and further, only upon.

the preferences of a single studeni: Had we chosen a differentstudent we

would, in general, expect to get 'a -different set of output measurements for,

the feasible set of schools. Thus, there are, in general, as many equally.

defined abltput .measures as there: are students: We also: qoUIC:Ore-.

sumleibiy; construct distinct'and well-defined_coMpensating variation out-

put. measures based on the, of faculty, administrators, state

legislators,.and others.' qhus, there, is a/Most no limit to t 6 number Of

equally welldefined output measures which can by constructed.within this

a



there any w-to avoid thii-.mpliiplicit;r of measures? dOn't

_believe there is any even ,remptely reasonable-WaY:=teavoide-Way
. . .

of distinct measures for the groad:classis'siudentfioulty, etc. However,

there are two'possible approaches one might try to get e.'single measureof

educational 'output film the paint of view of the student. ie- first .ok

these is the well known Approach of firming an aggregate :preference ordering.

The conditions needed for existence of a well-defined aggiegate &efirence,

4-ordering, or, stated in another way, for the existence of a "rbpresentative
-4

.

'individual," are very restrictive and are very unlikely to be satisfied in

practite..

Anoiher aPproach4ith more. general applicability is to.u.Se,the mean o

the distribution of. the dompensating,variations. Since, in, concept, w

have a value of our output
;

Ifor dach'inStitutian.and for each student

we could,define the outplit off,,adh institution, tifj be the average over .ill

students .of their butput measures for taatschool.: Adoptihg this approach,

we could calculate the compensating variations; fora stall sample- of stvdents

and use the sample means and sample standard deviations ;to form confidence
.

intervals for6,% Uthtrue mean output measures or mete other prohibiliStic

. -

.

., . ..,,,,,

statements-aethe distribution of the measures.,.
.i

bou
- ,.

, ..-

The Problem-'with thii.probabilistic measure AS that while it is Unique
. .

-, . .

and tftll-defined, it is not the kind of measure needed to make the eciuimar-'

?
. .

.

ginal principle operative. The equimarginal.principie is notipmrsed on means

Thus,

purposes

of-distAbutioet,of outputs, tipiWrather on the Outputs-themselvdt.

while the probabilistic output.defined.above maybe. u Seful for some

.

itiwip.piot be the tool which enables central-administrators to, allocate

resources in.an.Optita/ 'manner.
dr



Supmlary and Imp l icat ions
r

We hand constructed a meaningful: and unambignods measure of educatioikal

;Output .basekti p.,:the economic concept ,of the comtiensating variation: _ To
. . .

do this .we to 'sPecify a particular:set of preferenCes over market
.9

,goods -and, the -',direct benefits of education, Siacei in' general"; We cannot

aggtogat eferenceiSk`tduT:framewoik' leads to as' many equalry.
S

measures as there are students.. Further,' in constructing our. output measure

.we ' have not even begun: to ,consider the- preferences of _faculty and other refe-
. \ .

want groups, Consideratitin Of theSie groups will lead to the construction -of
I .,,I ,

.

eve mores, equally valid measures K 'If we assume; that central administratorS ., ..
. .

cannot ignore the ,preferences of any. student; ,Our framework -suggests there

;IS po hopd at all of finding the soft`of butput measures needed to enable'

centralized resource allocation mechanisms: to arrive at the optimal 'illoca-
,

tion' resources to alternative proiluctive

These results, suggest the technocratic approach Cas espeused by Razin

a n c l Campbell (1972) and Jablonski (1918), e.g.) to resource allocation in

higher education can never be justified by arguing ,that Such mechanisms lead

, to the optimal allOcation .Of resources since the-measures required °to make

the approach.work Flo. not exist even in et:incept:,,., Then what are the .alternatiVeSI

One is to muddle'alonrwIth the technocratic approach-using theLmeasures which

are available and abandoning claims to. optimality.,, One problem with this_ .

.

procedure is that Outpuei will becoMe .metely, those objective results which

,are easily eneaSured rather than the results which are of value.; . Furthcri

if resources were allocated to vaitOus units according, ,t0 their relailve

production theSe objective measures, we would expect to see the units

shifting: their effort; toward the ,kodUction of these objective measures to



11

the detriment of, the unmeasured, and perhaps more important activities.

There are (at least) three other alternative allocation mechanigms which

do not rely on output measurement. One is the dictatorial approach. By this
. "

I mein centralized dedisiOnmakinglby a single individual based upon his o!n.

preferences.,r The problem with this mechanism is choosing the right dicta-

tom.. With any dictator chosen we-can always. 'expect some of, the relevantln-

dividuals to be dissatisfied with his decisions. And with some Possible

choiceS:we can expect almoit all the relevant individuals will be dissatisfied-

Iy 0Thus, .0113. a risky mechanism. A second possibility is the pdlitical ap

proach; This mechanism relies upon deciSion-making by a committee made up of

smallIrolip of roughly equally powerful individuals who represent various con-
.

stituencies. A probltm with this approadristhat personalities and instifu-

_tional arrangeinents will be important faators in determining the allocation

of resources, and these factors'may overwhelm the preferences of the relevant!`''

11 -,-

individuals. Finally, there is the decentralized market approach. This

mechanism relies on student demanders and faculty.suppliers to make their own

12
decisions. -With this aechanism, centrat administration does not need

output measures since they have little or no Tore in allocating resources.
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1. See.Bowles (1967) or Razin and Campbell (1972) for examples Of applica-
.

tions the equimarginal principle to the allocation of resources to the

production of education.

For a more detailed treatme t of the ideas.presented in this paper.see

4 . .
. . .

Hempel (1952), Pfanzagl (1971), or Krantz, r.t.Lal;

the foundations of measurement.

See, e.g., Hanushek (1975) and Solmon (1973).

See, Mincer (1970) or'Becker (1964).

See Kalachek and Raines. (1976) and Lucas (1977) for empirical hedonic

wage equation estimates.

See Abowd (1977) for an application of Rosen's model f markets for

heterogenous goods to the market for higher education.

8. See Hicks (1956) for a detaiIedtreatment of compensatinuvariations.

In calculatingA we set tuition at institution h equal to zero because

we want the quantity of output to be-independent of pried. That is, in

comparing the outputs_ of two institutions their tuition levels should be

irrelevant. See Reece (1978) for a more detailed discussion of this point.

10. Gillingham (1974) has used this approach to interpret the consumer price

index and Gillingham and Reece,(1978) have suggested a similar approach

to quality of life measurement.

11. See Pfeffer and Salancik (1974) for a treatment of the internal politics

of university decision-making.

12. See Hoenack (1977) fora detailed treatment Of the operation of the de-
,

centralized market mechanism in higher education.


